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amotinarse
You want to say rise up, rise up, insubordinar is.  Get together with others to disobey.  Shake.

amoto
In several regions of Colombia farmers say pelota to refer to the bike or motorcycle.  Two ruedads motorized vehicle
which in Colombia colloquially say " 34 Japanese revenge; by the huge number of fatalities generated.

amoyote
It is the name of a mosquito that breeds in the water mirrors of lakes and lagoons of Mexico.  It is edible.  Large
mosquito, giant mosquito. 

ampa
In Neurology and Medicine it is the name of the receptor that most abounds in the brain and central nervous system.  It
is also called a cystolate receptor or glutamate receptor.  Acid receptor ?-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolpropyonic

ampara
It is an inflection of.  It means covering, support, help, protect, safeguard, protect, isolate, shelter.

ampararte
It is a turning point shelter or invoke.  It means protect, cover, shelter, safeguarded, refuge, shelter.

amparo
It means protection, support, shelter, shelter, help, safeguarding.  It is a woman's name of Latin origin and means the
one who protects.  the one that helps. 

ampayar
It means surprising, catching, discovering, fishing.  Catch someone off guard.  It can also mean running over, running
over.  It is a term of Quechua origin.

ampelita
Ampelita is a genus of gastropod molluscs.  land known as snails.  They belong to the family Acavidae.

ampella
Name of an asteroid ( 198 ) .  Named after Ampelo, Ampelo or Ampelos, a satyr, son of a nymph. 

ampeloterapia
These are therapies that are developed using the superb qualities of the grapes.  It arose in Germany and is derived
from the wine.  One of the more beneficial substances is the BITARTRATE, one of the most powerful antioxidants.

amphibolurus
In Herpetology it is the name of a genus of iguánides from Australia and Tasmania.  They are known as bearded
dragons and belong to the family Agamidae.  Technically it is also called the genus as Pogona. 



amphiorycteropus
It means you can dig or dig with both feet.  It is the name of a genus of extinct mammals that became known as Miocene
anteating pigs.  Today there is still an animal in Africa, considered living fossil.  It is called Oricteropo, anthill pig, belong
to the genus Orycteropus and the family Orycteropodidae.

amphisbaena
It means you can go both ways, you can go forward and backward, which walks in two directions.  It is the name of a
genus of reptiles known as "two-headed snakes", blind culebrilas or better two-headed lizards, as they are actually
apodos lizards.  They belong to the amphisbaenidae family

amphitrite
Ancient Greek goddess of the tranquil sea.  She was the wife of Poseidon.  It means The Third Wave Surrounding.  She
was a Nereid as she was the daughter of Nereus and Doris.  Name given to an asteroid 29 . 

ampiarios
ampiarios is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Amp" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is amp. The
ampere is the unit of measurement of an electric current. Its symbol is A.

amplexo
It means on the back, with a hug from the back.  It is a type of mating that occurs among amphibians, especially in
anurans (frogs and toads). 

amplificar
Disseminating a sound with greater volume.  Perifonear.  Enlarge or expand a signal or sound, may be in size, quantity,
or intensity.

ampliroll
It is the name given to a multipurpose hydraulic hook installed on a conventional chassis or truck platform. 
Multipurpose.  Type of mechanical crane.

ampo
It means whiteness of the snow.  Extreme whiteness, resplendent whiteness of lightning. 

ampolla
In Colombia vial, vaccine, injection.  Also it is bladder or inflammation of the epidermis caused by a burn, excessive
friction or accumulation of pus.  Vesicle, Bull.  Small container of glass for injections.

ampolleta
Diminutive and derogatory blister .  Hourglass, ancient method of measuring time between sailors.  In Colombia
injection, vaccine, bulb.  In Chile it means bulb, bulb, focus, lamp. 

ampora
It is the complement of two trolls.  Eridan which live in the sea and Cronus that is the Bardo of hope.  Both have
corrugated horns. Amphora in English is jar ( container of ceramic long neck and two opposing handles ).



ampulosa
It means inflated, swollen.  In literature means redundant.  Very sloyed way of speaking.  Pompous, emptyland, fatua,
prosopopéyic, exaggerated, scrapped, bombastic.

ampuloso
It means inflation, bloated.  In literature it means redundant.  Pompous, emphatic, fatuo, prosopopeyico, exaggerated,
bombastic.

amtropomorfos
The correct term is anthropomorphic.  You want to say with the human form, in the shape of a man.

amuinado
It is inflection to muinar (or amohinate).  In Mexico it means to cause anger, make you angry, angry, cause anger, anger.

amuleto
Portable object which are attributed magical powers.  Bit of esoteric protection or for good luck.  Talisman, phylactery,
fetish.

amullancar
In quechua language does retain a liquid in the mouth with the intention to discard after ( Usually the children do so not
to take a remedy ).

amunta
It means astrologer, who studies the firmament.  It is a word of quechua origin.

amunvaka
It is one of the names given to an Amazonian indigenous people scattered on the border between Brazil and Peru.  It is
also called the language they speak.  Another of the names they receive are Amahuaca or Yora. 

amuñado
It's a sanding of gripping.  It means gripping clamp with your index and thumb fingers.  It is a type of exercise to improve
visomanual coordination in children.  Graphomorphic activity in the education of young children.

amuñuñar
It means condensing, tightening, compressing, apprehending, concentrating.   Pile or concentrate in a small space. 

amura
It's a part of a ship.  Corresponds to the beginning of the narrowing curvature towards the bow. 

amurada
In Nautical is the way to call each of the inner skirts of the hull of a boat.  It is also called the inside of the sides of the
ship. 



amurar
It is to place one boat on the side of the other, so that its canning is minimal.  Let them touch the amuras. 

amusia
Etymologically it means absence of music or lack of music.  It is a neurological disorder that disables the person
recognize and differentiate tones or music or try to play them.  This causes severe problems in diction ( 41 language;
reading and writing.

amvivalencia
The correct term is ambivalence, with b.  It means mood of feelings or emotions found or opposite.  Possibility that a
thing has two values, or two different meanings.  That it can be understood in two different ways, that is double
interpretation.

amy
It is a woman's name in French and English.  It is an apocope of Amada or Amanda, who is of Latin origin. It means the
beloved, the adored, the very dear. 

an fitrion
The correct term is host.  A person who receives visitors in his home.  Local, convidador or convidante, the person
making invitation and attends to the others.  In Greek mythology was the son of Alcaeus and Astydameia (or who was
grandson of Perseus), was the stepfather of Hercules and Alcmene spouse.  Name of two plays: Plautus and Moliere.

an gos tura
It is a wrong way of separating the syllables of Angostura. Angostura is a municipality that is now called Ciudad Bolívar
in Venezuela. It is also a municipality in the Department of Antioquia, ( Colombia ). Angostura is also the name of a
medicinal tree in the family Rutaceae, with scientific name Angostura trifoliata, with other common as Cuspa, Chuspa or
Galipea names.

anabaptista
It is the name of a Protestant and conservative Christian current that does not approve of the baptism of minors until
they have the use of reason.  Among them are the Mennonites. 

anabiosis
It is a State of revivencia or a plant recovery after having suffered dehydration.

anacagüita
It is also called anacahuita.  It is the name of a plant, whose scientific name is Cordia boissieri, a tree in the family
Boraginaceae.  It is also called wild olive or wild olive.  It is found in northern Mexico and southern Texas.  It is the
official flower of the State of Nuevo León, in Mexico.  I must clarify that in Uruguay, southern Brazil and northern
Argentina call anacahuita to another tree, which is a false pepper, pier or pepper ( schinus molle ) of the Anacardiaceae
family.  It's also called guayubirá, gualeguay.  The same is true in Panama and northern Colombia: there they call
anacahuita to the tree that is also called panama, Panama tree or camoruco ( Sterculia apetala, of the family
Malvaceae).  Everyone can have medicinal uses.  In Cuba there are several locations called Anacahuita.

anacahuite
It is a name that you are in Mexico to the Schinus molle, which also receives the names of Anacahuita, Anacaguita,



Anacahuite, Aguaribay, Molle, false pepper, false pepper, Cueramo.  It is the family Anacardiaceae.  It has medicinal
uses.  Exists in Central and South America.

anacanto
You mean thornless.  It doesn't have spikes or needles.  It is one of the common names given to fish such as cod, hake
and sole.  It is one of the common names of the fish popularly known as platys or sole.  It is characterized by being flat
and having both eyes on the same face.

anacardos
They are the same cashews.  Also known as Cajus, caguiles or mereyes.  They are fruits that have their seed in the
form of nut exposed on the outside of the meaty.  They have a very unique form that makes them similar to a small skull.

anacleto
Anacleto is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Anacleto; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is a
name of a male of Greek origin and means the invoked the call, the requested.  Diminutive Cleto. It is the name of a
Pope of the Catholic Church from the year 76 and 89.  St. Anacletus.  It was the third Pope in history.

anaco
It is the name given in the llanos of Venezuela and Colombia peasants to a legume tree red flowers of the Erythrina
genus and the family Fabaceae. In Colombia it has other names such as Pisamo, Bucare, Cachimbo or sometimes
Ceibo. In Venezuela there is a city with that name and they have that name took him from the indigenous word "anaco"
or anacus, which was as he was called to the trees that gave them ample shade and isolated them from the intense heat
of the region.

anacofilia
I believe that the term anacofilia does not exist in our Spanish language.  But if there are two terms very similar to those
that I think the question is addressed.  First there is Anatophilia which is to feel attraction to the anatomy, especially of
the human body.  It is also an art class that consists of drawing or making sculptures representing parts of the human
body.  There is also the term Tanatofilia which is the tendency towards suicide or a pathology that tilts a being towards
death.

anacora
It means Horn, trumpet, Cornet, Bugle, horn or Horn (musical instrument of wind).  Horn hunting which is used to call the
greyhounds.

anacoreta
It means hermit, ascetic, hermit, monk, penitent, cenobite.  Who lives in isolation, alone or in retirement. 

anactesia
It is the stage of improvement or recovery of a patient.  It is a medical term synonymous for convalescence, recovery,
analepsia, restoration, improvement, healing, recovery.

anacu
It is the name of a garment used mostly by Indigenous Peruvian women.  It's kind of a long mantle.  It is also called
acso.  Mantle used by the woman of the Inca, mantle of the Queen. 



anadipsia
It means excessive or abnormal thirst.  Be compulsive. 

anafilactico
The correct term is anaphylactic, always with tilde.  It is a term used in Medicine.  It means relative to anaphylaxis, which
produces anaphylaxis.  That produces an allergic reaction. 

anafilaxia
It is a term used in Medicine.  It is a feeling of itching or irritation caused by contact with a substance that causes allergy.
 Allergic reaction. 

anafilaxis
It's the same as anaphylaxis.  It is a term used in Medicine.  It is a feeling of itching or irritation caused by contact with a
substance that causes allergy.  Allergic reaction.  Scratch. 

anafle
The correct term is cooktop or anafre.  It means stove or small stove where the food is cooked.

anafonesis
It is a medical term to designate the management of educated manner of voice.  The proper handling of voice training.  It
is used to keep the vocal cords of announcers, singers and members of choirs in optimal conditions.  Pitch of the voice.

anafre
It is the same as the cooktop.  It is a word of Arabic origin of the Spanish language and means portable stove of clay or
metal in which embers are placed to cook food.  Kitchenette, reverberation.

anagaloidea
It means they seem to make them laugh.  It is a genus of extinct mammals, ancestors of the current glires.  They existed
between the Late Cretaceous and the Oligocene.

anagrama
Word that conforms to the movement or translocation of the letters of another or other words.  Words that are content
with the reordering of the letters of another word or other words.  For example: "Don't give up Never" is an anagram with
the name of José de San Martín.  Another is "Iace for Salvar la Patria", the one formed by the name Policarpa
Salavarrieta, the Colombian Heroine.

anagramas
Anagram plural .  It is a lyric transposition game, to form new words.  Reorder the letters of a word or phrase, to form
other words or other phrases.   It is used to make riddles or to form pseudonyms.

anaideia
It is a Greek word which means irreverence, shamelessness, provocation, impudence and self-confidence.  In Greek
mythology, was the personification of provocation and was the daughter of Nys, Nyx, or Nicte (the night).



anairetes
It means destroyer or the one who chooses.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Tyrannidae : They
are known as cachudaitos or copetones .

analepsia
It means to resume , renew , restart .   Restoration, recovery .  It is a term used in Medicine. 

analfabeta
It means ignorant.  It indicates that a person cannot read or write. 

analgesia
It means lack or suppression of pain.  It is a term used in Medicine.  It is the quality that the analgesic drug has, to
remove or soothe the pain.  Condition in which the patient does not feel pain. 

analicis
The correct term is analysis. It means study, examination, observation and research.

anamesia
The correct term is Anamesia.  Anamesia is the name of a genus of insects known as apterous cockroach or
cockroaches.

anamnesia
It is the interrogation that a doctor makes to his patient to know his history and medical history. 

anamnesis
Memory , recorderis , history , interrogation , questionnaire .  It is the process of questioning that a doctor does to his
patient to try to know his medical history. 

anamú
It is one of the common names of a Neotropic plant that has medicinal uses.  It is also known as apacín.  Its scientific
name is Petiveria alliacea and belongs to the family Petiveriaceae .

ananá
It is another name by which the pineapple is known, which is also called pineapple or pineapple.  It is a plant of the
Bromeliaceae family and of American origin (Brazil and Paraguay).  Its scientific name is Ananas comosus. 

ananás
It is another name that is known to the pineapple, which also says it pineapple or pineapple.  It is a plant Dela family
Bromeliaceae and 40 American origin; Brazil and Paraguay ).  Its scientific name is Ananas comosus.

anancasia
It is a term used in Psychology and Psychiatry.  It refers to Obsessive Compulsive Personality Disorder (OCD). 
Tendency to excessive order and perfectionism.  The term is of Greek origin and comes from Ananké, the deity of Greek
mythology who represented necessity, the inevitable and the inexcusable, doom.  Those who suffer from it tend to get



frustrated very easily. 

anapelo
It is one of the common names of a very toxic plant.  It has medicinal uses as a sedative and analgesic.  It is also known
as aconite, napelo, matalobos, pardal, lupine grape, verga grape.  Its scientific name is Aconitum napellus and belongs
to the family Ranunculaceae. 

anapithecus
Primate of Ana or Anya .  It is the name of an extinct primate whose remains were found in the Rudabánya region of
Hungary.

anarquista
A person who does not accept the state's monopoly of force.  Person who does not accept government or authority. 
Crit.

anarquía
It means no government, no authority, no direction.  Absence of power or authority.  It can also mean chaos, confusion
disorder, slob, bloating, bewilderment.

anas
ANAS or ANA's, is the holdings of antinuclear antibodies (AntiNuclear Antibodies) in medicine.  They attack the cell
nucleus and increase in patients with autoimmune diseases.  Plural of Ana.  Anas, with accent, was the name of the
father-in-law of Caiaphas, according to the Bible.

anasco
I think they're asking about Añasco.  It is the name of a town in the Coastal Valley in Puerto Rico.  Añasco is a surname
of Spanish origin.

anastasia
It is a woman's name of Greek origin and that means the one who revives, the one who comes back to life.  Name of a
20th Century Fox animated film that was produced in 1997.   Name of an asteroid ( 824 ) .  Name of a Russian Grand
Duchess, whose full name was Anastasia Nikolayevna Romanova.  She was the daughter of Emperor Nicholas II. 

anatidas
The Anatidae or waterfowl, in animal biology is a family of birds comprising about 150 species.  The numbers of the
family name is Anatidae and she includes all the ducks, geese, swans and geese.

anatofobia
It is the same as thanatophobia.  Exaggerated fear of the dead or corpses.  Fear of death. 

anawin
Very poor, simple and humble person who abandons himself to God.  Poor Yahweh.  People oriented with sincerity to
God.  It is a word of origin Aramaic.



anayancy
Anayancy is incorrectly written and should be written as "Anayancy or Ana Yancy." being its meaning:<br>Anayancy is a
name of Hebrew origin woman and means full of the grace of Dios.Anayancy is the name of a model and presenter of El
Salvador of surnames Espinosa Carnation and participated for his country at Miss Universe.

anádromo
It is a term in biology used to describe fish that back water or climbing by flowing water to spawn, as for example the
salmon.

anádromos
It means "running up".  It is a term of Biology from Greek roots for deferring to organisms that migrate up to spawn,
usually referring to fish such as salmon.

anáfisis
Means to review, triage, diagnosis, recognition.

anca
Back of the back of the animals, hip.  Rump , rump .  Buttock, rengadero . 

ancá
It is a way of saying "in house" or "Home", is also used "ca" or "lace".  It is proper to use in some parts of Spain.

ancestral
It means relative to ancestors or ancestors.  It can also mean from a long time ago, from a very remote past.  Of very old
origin.  Ancient, remote, atavistic, distant, distant. 

ancestro
It means ancestor, ancestor.  Person of whom one is descended.  Predecessor. 

ancestros
It means ancestors, ancestors, predecessors, ancestors.  People who belonged (or formed) our family but lived in past
or remote times.  People we descend from or are heirs. 

ancinas
ancinas is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Ansina" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is ansina. It is
a term that is deprecated in Spanish that means thus, in this way.

ancla
Heavy instrument that is used to hold a ship to the bottom of the sea.  Weight.  Grip.

anclajes
In Colombia also used synonymously with moorings, insurance.  Steel strings used for fastening of elements in
construction.



anclar
Fix with an anchor, dock.  It means tie tying, dock, set.  It usually refers to anchor and tie a ship or vessel in the port, to
allow the upload, boarding or disembarking.  In the field of computer science used to mean set, leave a program
available to cube it quickly and use it.  .

anco
In Argentina, it is a way to call a variety of shoe or pumpkin.  It is also called a zucchini or Korean shoe.  Its scientific
name is Cucurbita moschata and belongs to the family Cucurbitaceae.  Ahuyama.  

anconear
It is stretching the arm, stretch or lengthen the anconeus muscle.  Achieve something that is high, stretching the arm. 
Stretch.

ancorel
It is a term used in seamanship and nautical.  It refers to a stone of about two arrobas, which serves as an anchor for
small boats or the buoys of the nets. 

ancón
It is one coastal formation more than a Cove, bend in the coastline.  It is generally shallow but it allows navigation. 
There is a district in Lima called Ancon ( 41 Peru;.  There are other sites that are called Ancon: in Panama, Spain and
Ecuador.  The name of the first ship which passed through the Panama Canal.  Small Bay.

ancuviña
In Chile, it was the way to call indigenous tombs or graves. 

ancylotherium
It means crooked beast, crooked body beast.  Hook shape.  It was a group of extinct Miocene mammals, which
belonged to the Family Chalicotheriidae.  They were ancestors of the current horses.

andacollo
In Quechua language means lot, arrume or Hill of metal (copper or gold).  It is the name of a Chilean town in the Region
of Coquimbo, Elqui province.  It is also the name of an Argentine town in the province of Neuquén, Department of mines.

andagua
You can use Andagua or Andahua .  It is the name of a Peruvian District, which belongs to the Province of Castile and
the Department of Arequipa.  It is a very high and cold region in the Andes of Southern Peru.  Volcanoes abound in this
region.

andaluza
It means related to Andalusia.  It is from Andalusia, which is native to Andalusia, the Autonomous Community in Spain. 

andana
Oral irregularity in baby teeth.  In ancient Greece natural person of Andania, an ancient city of Messenia. 



andanzas
Colombia uses the term adventures, to denote bad steps, lances, raids, adventure, adventures, again.  Events, cases
and events.

andar como alma en pena
It means heartbroken, sore, saddened, boring, affected, repenting, suffering.

andar con la lengua fuera
In Colombia is a colloquial way of saying that we are tired, exhausted, weak, exhausted, fatigued, exhausted, weak. 
Weakened by an extreme effort.

andar curado
In Colombia it is an expression that indicates an experience acquired or a lesson learned.  It is to know or know the
consequences of a mistake made or an assumed risk.  Take precautions.  Be cautious, forewarned, prudent. 

andar o ir de cabeza
It means that everything goes wrong, everything is upside down, or against.  Worried, tense and stressed.

andariego
Living person walking or walking permanently.  Walking non-stop.  Nomad, Pilgrim, Nomad, Walker, vagrant, wandering,
wandering, traveller, travelling.

andariegos
It means they walk a lot, they don't stand still.  Andarines, nomads, wanderers, walkers, adventurers.

andarilla
You can also use pins.  Diminutive of walking or walking.  Saddles or frames that serve to albardar beasts or mules. 
Jamugas.  Chair that can be folded or scissor chair.

andarines
It means that they walk a lot and fast.  Walkers, walkers, hikers.  It is also a way of calling athletes who practice walking.

andarse con redeo
walk with redeo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Beat about the Bush" being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is " beat about the Bush ".  In Colombia is used to denote that people are evasive, that not to say things
directly but will be releasing what want to pieces.  Also used " leave for 34 branches;.

andarse con rodeo
take rodeo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Beat about the Bush." being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is to beat about the Bush.  In Colombia means not to be frank, not to say things directly but deceptively and
releasing little little.  Without finalize, without getting to the point.

andarse un ojo



take an eye is incorrectly written and should be written as "Take a look" being its meaning:<br>In Colombia it is said is "
Remove an eye ". It means much complicate your life. Tangle-free, not to make things right or correctly. Confused.

andas
Omflexion of anchoring, which means walking, moving from one ligar to another.  Wooden angarillas that are used to
transport building materials.  Argagons, arganas, saddlebags.  In Colombia it is a wooden frame like a drawer that is
placed to donkeys to transport construction materials.  Kind of improvised stretcher. 

andate
It is an inflection of walking.  It is an imperative form of walk.  Go, get out.  It is the name of an Argentinian folk song in
the rhythm of his Creole and romantic and performed among others by the by the Visconti brothers and by the Visconti
of Colombia.

andawara
andawara is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Antawara; Andawara )"being its meaning:<br>Andawara, or
best Antawara is the name of a folkloric Ballet of Sucre in Bolivia. The name is derived from the word Aymará
Andawara, meaning reddish or orange clouds of dawn or sunset, Sun of deer, sunsets. Arrebolado sky.

andes
Andes is the name of the largest mountain range in South America and passes through most South American countries
with the exception of Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay.  It has an approximate length of 7240 kilometers.  In Colombia it is
the name of a Municipality of the Department of Antioquia and the name of the most prestigious University of Bogotá.

andén
In Colombia is the walking path on the side of a road, street or road.  Strip for the movement of pedestrians.  You
sidewalk sardinel, parapet.  In Argentina they say sidewalk.

andigena
Means originating in the Andes, Andean.  In biology is a genus of birds in the Andes, known as toucans of mountain,
terlaques, carracos or diostedes.  They belong to the family Ramphastidae.

andoke
It is one of the ways to call a Colombian ethnic group.  It is also called Poosíoho, Paasiaja or simply Andoque.  It means
"axe people".  It is an indigenous tribe that lives in the surroundings of Araracuara, on the banks of the Caquetá and
Putumayo rivers in the Colombian Amazon. 

andoque
Amerindian people who are based in Colombia in the Departments of Amazonas and Caquetá. 

andoque andoke
They are names by which a Colombian indigenous people is known.  They are popularly known as Andaquíes.  They
are found in the southwestern part of the country, especially in the departments of Caquetá, Amazonas, Cauca and
Nariño. 

andorga



In Spain it is a colloquial way of calling the belly or abdomen.  Belly, belly, gut. 

andorina
It means that he walks a lot, that he moves or moves a lot.  It does not remain static or still.  Restless.  It is one of the
common names of a very common bird and scattered throughout the world.  It is another way of calling the swallow or
little plane.  Its scientific name is Hirundo rustica and it belongs to the family Hirundinidae. 

andorra
Name of a small European country, which is located between France and Spain in the Pyrenees.  Its capital is
homonymous and is known as Andorra La Vieja. 

andorrero
It means that he walks, that he walks, that he walks.  By street extension, andariego. 

andrajo
In Colombia a andrajo is a jirón.  a strip, a rag, wink, a flap, a torn piece of cloth, tear, patch.  It also means piltrafa,
rogue, dejected, degraded, worthless, discredited, devalued.  Fabric very ajada by the use. 

andrajoso
Ragged.  Person who dresses with rags or rags.  A person who wears old or threadbare clothes.  Desarrapado,
disheveled, astrous, ragged. 

andrea
It's a woman's name of Greek origin.  Its meaning is beautiful and courageous.  It can also be male name, as an Italian
version of the male name, Andrés.  It means brave and manly.  It has as variants André (French ) and Andréas (German
).

andreas
It is the German version of the male name Andrew.  This name is also used in Norway, Sweden and Denmark.  It means
brave and manly.  The name Andrew is of Greek origin. 

andré
It is a male name in French, Portuguese and Galician languages, which is equivalent in Spanish to Andrés.  It is of
Greek origin and means brave, manly, warrior, fighter.   Name of a famous 18th-century English hat shop.  Name of
Romanian musical duo.  In France it is also a surname.   Apelliodo of the French botanist, landscape architect and
architect who designed the Parqwue of Montevideo, his full name was the Odouard-Fransois André. 

androcracia
It means government, mandate or power of men, of men.  Sexist government, sexist rule.  Only the authority of men is
accepted.

androfobia
It means hatred of men, fear of men.  Fear of the male. 



androlla
It is a type of sausage of pork typical of the provinces of León, Orense and Lugo in Spain.  Feast of Navia de Suarna
(Lugo).

andromania
It is a word of obsolete use, ( in medicine ) that it concerns a desire rampant in amancebar are and live with men.

andromeda
It is the name of a constellation, a galaxy, several stars and a mythological character of Ancient Greece.  The word
means "rule of men", "the one that governs men".  According to mythology, she was Perseus' wife and was also the
daughter of kings Cepheus and Cassiopeia.  He had seven children. 

andromedae
It's Andromeda's Latin name.  It is the name of a constellation, a galaxy, several stars and a mythological character of
Ancient Greece.  The word means "rule of men", "the one that governs men".  She was the wife of Perseus and was
also the daughter of kings Cepheus and Cassiopeia Had 7 children. 

androsemo
It's a Latin epithet meaning man's blood.  It is one of the common names of a plant that has medicinal uses, in the family
Hypericaceae.  It is also known as curalotodo, sanalotodo , castellar , orovale , hyperic , pericon , zubón.  Its scientific
name is Hypericum androsaemum.

andrómeda
Light years is the name of a constellation that is 2.5 million years light-years from Earth.  It is also the name of a spiral
galaxy.  It was the name of a girl in Greek mythology.

andurrial
It means isolated place or site.  Paraje, period.

andurriales
Place difficult to access.  Place where it is very difficult to get.

anecdótico
It means relative to anecdotes.  That it lacks much importance and that remains as a fleeting memory.  that is not usual,
that has the character of accidental or sporadic.  Which doesn't happen often.  Detail or accidental drying. 

aneda
In Spain, is the acronym for the "national Spanish Association of distributors automatic".  It is a non-profit organization
and is based in Madrid.

anegada
It's a bending of anegar.  It means flooding, filling with water, submerging, soaking, squating, plastering, getting wet.

anemia



It is the lack of red blood cells in the blood.  Decreased quantity and quality of blood in a patient.  Low hemoglobin in the
blood.  A condition suffered by a person who has had heavy bleeding.  It is reflected with an intense pallor and with a lot
of weakness. 

anemofilia
I would literally want to say love for the wind, predilection for air.  In fact, in Botany, it is a quality of some seeds (which
we call anemophiles), which by the effects of evolution, have been developed in such a way that they are allowed to
spread by the wind with great ease.  Many of them, have appearances of propellers (for example in the case of the
chicalá tree) or in other cases they are very light hair balloons (dandelion).  Obviously the plants with this kind of seeds
spread very easily.

anemógrafo
It is a device used in climatology to measure the speed or intensity of the wind and its direction. 

anemómetro
It is a device used in Climatology that serves to measure the speed or intensity of the wind.  It is also often referred to as
an anemograph. 

aneneztli
In language Nahuatl to say something useful, helpful.  Larvae of edible insects in Mexico.

anécdota
Narration of an event has happened either funny or humorous.  Story, story, storytelling, cartoon, Fable, legend.

anécdotas
It means story, tale, cartoon, story, Fable, fact, event, legend, lance.

anfi
It is a Greek prefix meaning both. Amphibian means both 40 lives; it refers to living in water with branchial respiration
and then land with pulmonary respiration )

anfi
It is a Greek prefix meaning both. Amphibian means both 40 lives; it refers to living in water with branchial respiration
and then land with pulmonary respiration )

anfibología
It is the double meaning of a word or phrase.  He is a literary figure aimed at generating doubts or errors in
interpretation. 

anfioxo
In Biology it is an invertebrate living being, considered the first step of vertebrates.  Instead of spine it has a cartilaginous
cord.  It is shaped like an elongated fish and lives in shallow water and is often buried in the mud.  It feeds on plankton. 
It is also called lancet, acranius or leptocardium.  It belongs to the subphyle Cephalochordata (cephalocordates). 



anfitrita
Also called Amphitrite.  In Greek mythology she was the wife of Poseidon.  She was a Nereid, goddess of the calm sea
and later Queen of the Ocean. 

anfitrite
According to Greek mythology she was the wife of Poseidon.  She was a Nereid, goddess of the calm sea and later on
marriage, the Queen of the Ocean. 

anfídromo
It's biology, the term is used to designate species of fish that spend part of their life at sea and other waters in fresh
water or also living in marshes, where Exchange with seasons fresh water in salt water, seamlessly.  For example the
Sardinian shark (Carcharhinus leucas).

anfora
The correct term is jar.  Neck long, special clay pot it means liquid packaging.  Pitcher, mucura, jar.

anforisco
It was a type of vessel from the ancient Greece.  I had ovoid shape, it was small cylindrical neck and large mouth with
flange.  Small amphora.  Its increased use was apparently as a suction cup.

anfractuosa
It means uneven, uneven, tortuous, abrupt, steep. 

anfractuoso
It means that it is rugged, abrupt, uneven, broken, tortuous, uneven.  It usually refers to a type of terrno or soil. 

angar
It means candy, sweet.  Confection.  With h , hangar : place where an airplane is parked. 

angarilla
Litter of wood that are used to transport building materials.  Arguenas, Wicker, saddlebags.  In Colombia is a wooden
frame a drawer that is placed at the donkeys to transport building materials.  It also means hip.  tail, tail, back.

angat
It is the name of a town in the province of Bulacan in the Philippines.

angelina
It is a woman's name of Greek origin and meaning pure-hearted.  It derives from the name Angelines . 

angelito
In Colombia, this term is used to designate a newborn criaturito.  Baby, baby, baby, nenito, little boy, rorro, neonate. 
Also want to say that it is a child who does not bother at all, very judicious, very well-behaved child.



anges
It's a French word that means angels.

angie
It means the one sent by God.  It is a name of Greek origin.  It is also considered an apocope of Angela, Angels or
Angelica.  Stage name of a Colombian actress named Angie Cepeda and whose real name is María Angélica Cepeda
Jiménez. 

angioma
Such a benign, usually congenital tumor and manifests itself by a white spot on the skin.

angioplastia
It is a surgical procedure that is used to improve blood flow in narrowed or blocked coronary arteries.  It consists of
dilating a stenotic artery or vein using a catheter, which carries a balloon that is inflated when it is located at the site of
the occlusion. 

anglicanismo
It means that it follows the precepts of the Anglican religion. 

anglo
It is a prefix to signify English, which relates to England with another country.  The name of a Germanic people of
Northern Europe.  Together with Saxons settled in England.

anglofobia
Aversion to everything related to the English.  I hate the English or the English. 

anglófono
It means that it is an English-speaking person.  That talk and knows the English language, the language of the
Anglo-Saxons.

ango
It is a word in Quechua language which means tendon, nerve, elastic, flexible.  It is also the name of an archaeological
site in the Department of Huanuco, Peru.

angolo
l'angolo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Angolo." being its meaning:<br>El Angolo is a hunting preserve
located in the provinces of Sullana and Talara, in the Department of Piura ( 41 Peru;. It spans 65 hectares.

angor
In medicine chest pain or better yet Angor Péctoris is the way to call the chest Angina, which is a heart condition due to
lack of oxygen in the blood to the heart muscle.  Also called cardiac ischaemia or coronary ischemia.  Angina Pectoris or
Angora was the ancient castilianization of Ankara, the Capital, and the Central Region of Turkey.  Angina Pectoris or
Angkor is the name of a city and a Region of Cambodia.



anguila eléctrica
Another common name is a fish that produces electric shocks. 

angula
It is the name given to the second stage of the development of an eel.  It is the stage after the larval or larva state and
before that of angon.  It is also called the fry stage.  It usually measures less than 8 centimeters.  It's the only fry you can
fish for.  The third stage is that of angle, the fourth yellow eel (lives in fresh water) and silver eel (saltwater or seawater
life). 

angunia
Deep discomfort or distress caused by the impression of an imminent threat or danger.  fear. 

angurria
In Colombia means excess of ambition, exaggerated ambition, which suffers from a greedy or greedy, Vice the
angurriento.  It is synonymous with hunger, greed, greed, greed, thirst and pettiness.

angurrienta
In Colombia it means greedy, greedy, avariento, agalludo, ambitious.  Person who wants to grab all the benefits for the
and not share anything.  Selfish.

angurriento
In Colombia it is synonymous with agalludo, it means very greedy, greedy, greedy, eager, Avid, hungry, starving,
ambitious,

angurrioso
In Colombia it means ambitious, anxious, hungry, hoarding, greedy, greedy, angurrient.

angustiante
It means that it generates anguish, which produces anguish, restlessness, grief or zozobra.  Fact that affects people's
feelings.  It causes panic, fear. 

angustiosas
Plural of harrowing.  It means that it produces much distress, affliction, distress or anxiety.  To cause despair, grief or
concern.

anguy
It is a fantastic character of Thrones war, called the Archer and is characterized by his skill with the bow and arrows.

angú
It is a term of Mayan origin.  It is a term used in Central America to call a macerated banana paste.  Banana or banana
porridge.  In Chocó (Colombia), it is called tuco and in Mexico quingombó. 

anhanga
Anhanga, Anhanga, or Ananga ( is a Tupi 41 voice; It is the name of the spirit or Dios Protector of the hunt for the Tupi. 



It is evidenced as a deer albino with eyes of fire that punishes who kills animals who have not had babies or mothers
breastfeeding.

anhedonia
It is a mental disturbance that is characterized by the inability to feel pleasure.  That nothing pleases you or brings you
joy. 

anhelada
It means desired, intended, longed for, coveted, coveted, ambitious.  You intend to get or you wish ed is to have .

anhelo
It means desire, pretension, ambition, aspiration, dream, desire.  It is also an inflection of craving.  It means want, want,
aspire to, covet, sucking, dream, pretend.

anhelos
Plural of yearning.  It means pretension, desire, craving, aspiration, appetite.  It is the name of a song Vallenata played
by Alfredo Gutiérrez.

anhinga
In Tupi-Guarani language, it means evil spirit.  Forest spirit that is half bird and half snake.  Ghost bird or disappearing. 
It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Anhingidae.  They are known as aninga, cotúa, corúa, duck
corúa, duck needle, marbella, snake duck.  Its scientific name is Anhinga anhinga.

ani
In South America it is a way to call the ticker or ano.  It is a word of Tupi-Guarani origin.  The name of a genus of birds
belonging to the family Cuculidae .  In Colombia it is the acronym of the National Infrastructure Agency (formerly called
Invías), the state entity in charge of road development.

anicepto
Anicepto is a rare variant of the name of male Aniceto.  It is a name of a male of Greek origin which means invincible.

anida
It is an inflection of nest.  Means do or build nests, also means to spawn, making a place to lay eggs or make Burrows to
take care of the young.  By extension installed somewhere to live, to settle, to remain.  NEST in Colombia is an
educational institution, dedicated to customized training of children with learning disabilities.  It has headquarters in
Bogota.

aniene
Aniene is the name of an Italian River in Lazio ( in latin Anio ).  It was formerly called River Teverone.  It was a source of
very important water in ancient Rome.

anifala
Also used anojala.  It is a way of calling the bread of wheat bran consumed much by Arab people since ancient times.



anilbeth
It is a name of Hebrew origin that means full of grace and joy.  It is the combination of the female names Ana and Beth
or Ana and Betty. 

animadversión
It means spite, hatred, revulsion, sage, tirria, inquina, resentment.  In Colombia it is also called encono .

animal que empiece con la letra j
An animal whose name begins with j can be the jaguar.  Another may be the horse mackerel, which is a fish.

animalero
In Colombia in a colloquial manner, is a countless number of something, something countless many, crowd, crowd,
Flock, troop.

animales vertebrados
They are the animals that have vertebrae.  Animals that have bones or skeleton.

animalesco
It means irrational, beastly, which is own or characteristic of animals.  It looks like animals.

animarse
It means acquire mood.  Be happy, enthusiastic, take energy, vigor, enthusiasm, encouragement.  Have the intention,
will, order or decision to make or execute something.

animero
A believer who prays to the souls of purgatory.  He makes novena of prayers before the day of the dead. 

animes
It is the plural of anime.  The anime is a tree tropical, also known with the names of Carano, evil, incense, guapichuna,
copal, match, uumuyu ( stick on tongue saliva - 41 Colombia; ) Noura ( Arhuaco - Colombia language.  The Burseraceae
family and their scientific names are Protium sp.  and Colombian Dacryodes.  They are very large, very bulky and very
good wood trees.

animé
It's a galicism that means lively.  It refers to all kinds of animated cartoon program or comic strips.

aninga
It is the Spanishization of a technical term in Zoology and Ornithology (of the genus Anhinga), to which belongs the
Needle Duck or Cotúa.  Familiarization and frequent use has forced it to take it as another common name of the
species.  The word is of Tupi-Guarani origin and means small head.  It was also the name of an evil spirit in its
mythology of a being half bird and half snake, very similar to the appearance of the needle duck (some call it snake
duck).

anion



It is a particle of the atom that has a negative electric charge.  Negative ion . 

anión
It's a negatively charged particle.  Negative charge ion .  The term in Chemistry is used.

aniónico
It refers to is relative or belongs to the anion.   Related to the anode, negative charge.  Having negative electric charge.

aniquilación
It is the action or effect of something completely delete, raze, kill, exterminate, ruin, destroy.

aniquilqr
aniquilqr is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Annihilate" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is to
annihilate.  It means to exterminate, eliminate, sacrifice, immolate, kill, kill, ruin, destroy, disrupt.

aniseiconia
It is a condition of binocular vision in which there is a relative difference in size and/or shape between the images that
form on the retina.  Difference in the image that forms in each eye. 

anisillo
It is a herbaceous plant that is used as a condiment, other common names such as: coriander, Chinese parsley, cilantro,
corinadro, dania.  Its scientific name is Coriandrum sativum and it is of the family Apiaceae.

anisocóricas
It is a medical term, indicating that the pupils of a patient have different size or different degree of dilation.  Unequal
pupils.

anisodon
It means uneven teeth.  It was a type of prehistoric mammal that belonged to the Chalicotheriidae family.

anisomelia
In medicine it is the same as dysmetria.  It refers to the difference in length between the limbs, especially the legs (lower
extremities).  In Entomology, Anisomelia is the name of a genus of insects belonging to the family Geometridae.  They
are moths of colorful designs and colors. 

anisopétala
In Botany is the name given to a type of flower that has uneven petals.  Corolla that has distinct or uneven petals.

anitra
Name of a drama dancer written by the Swedish Henrik Ibsen, in the Play Peer Gynt.  Woman's name in Swedish
language.  Name of an asteroid ( 1016 ) .  It was initially designated the name 1924 QG by astronomers. 

aniztazun



It is not the Spanish language but the Basque Word. Means diversity.

aníbal
It is a male name of Phoenician origin and means "he who has the grace of God".  Name of a Carthaginian General and
Statesman.  He is considered the father of strategy or military tactics. 

anjeo
Mesh woven wire sweet, with more than one inch holes.  Wire netting to separate poultry from other animals.  Fence
with wire mesh.

anjoa
It is the name of a folk group from the city of Salinas in Ecuador.   They perform indigenous music and dances.

ankus
It's a word of Hindi origin.  It is the name given to an attachment or tool that is used to train elephants.  It's basically a
hook with a handle.  The word means sting, punch.  hook or hook.  In English it is also called bullhook. 

anllons
It is the name of a Spanish river, in La Coruña.  Allones River . 

annika
Annika, is a woman's name in Swedish.  It is equivalent to Ana or Annette.  Anika is a name of Hebrew origin and means
Full of Grace.

annika-
It is a woman's name of Hebrew origin, which means grace, favor.  It is used in Slavic countries.  Name of an asteroid
817 . 

announced
It is a word of the English language meaning announced, declared, informed.

annus horribilis
It is similar to the Latin phrase "Annus Terribilis".  It is a way of designating in Latin the disastrous or preferred years to
forget about tragic events in ever since the history of a country or the world.  It means "Horrible Year", "Terrible Year", by
catastrophic year extension or chaotic year.  One of this years was for England 1666, year in which plagues and fires
occurred in London.  For Native American communities it could be for example 1492.  when the conquerors arrived.  For
our future it could be 2020, because of the pandemic we currently live in.

ano
In Anatomy is the terminal hole of the digestive tract.  Anal sphincter.  It has the function of controlling the output of
faeces.

anoas
Anoas is the plural of Anoa'i.  The Anoa'i or plain Anoa'i is a Bovido located in via of extinction in Indonesia.  Its scientific



name is Bubalus depressicornis.  He is currently confined to the islands of Sulawesi and Buton.  It has a fairly long,
nearly straight horns.

anodino
It means that it is soothing, calms the pain or suffering.   It also means that it has no value or interest.  Little valuable. 
Trivial, insignificant, bland, childish, trivial, futile, frivolous.

anodmia
The correct term is anosmia.  It means loss of the sense of smell.  Lack the ability to smell.

anoftalmia
It is a birth defect in which there is no one or both eyes (in this case bilateral anophthalmia).

anolar
It means sucking, sucking.  It is mostly used to express that a sweet fruit is tasted.

anolis
In Zoology and Biology is the name of a genus of reptiles belonging to the family Dactyloidae; are very common reptiles
in the Caribbean, Central and South America.  They are popularly known as lizards.

anomalía
It means abnormality, rarity, absurdity, irregularity.  It means failure or event that occurs very rarely.

anomia
It is a state of chaos or social disorganization for lack of rules or laws governing the behavior of individuals.  Isolation of
individuals.  In Medicine it is also a language disorder that is characterized by the loss of the ability to recognize things
or remember their names.

anominia
anominia is incorrectly written and should be written as "Anomini or Anominia" being its meaning:<br>Anominia or better
Anomini is the name of a tribe of moths ( 41 moths; gender and family Erebidae is Anomis.

anon
Anon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Anon" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Anon.  The Anon
is also commonly known as kidney, Cherimoya or sugar apple tree.  It is the Annonaceae family and the genus Annona. 
It has edible fruits.  They also say sweet Apple.  It is of Caribbean origin.

anona
It is the castilianization of a genus called Annona.  It is a plant genus of the family Annonaceae.  It is one of the common
names of a tree and its fruit, which is also known as anon, ates, kidney, or sugar Apple.  Its scientific name is Annona
squamosa.  It is a very delicious fruit.

anonario
It was a kind of tax among the Romans.  It was relative to groceries and could be paid in kind.  It was intended to control



the excessive cost of products and hence famine.   Law on provisions in Ancient Rome, in the time of the Severes.

anoncillo
It is another way to call the mamoncillo in Cuba.  It is the name of a tree and its fruits.  The scientific name of the tree is
Melicoccus bijugatus and belongs to the family Sapindaceae.  It is also known as mamón, mojón, huaya, maco,
cojoncillo, chupalotes, guaretones, mamalón, chupones, güevillos, guayo, limoncillo. 

anonillo
Also called anonymium or Amazonian anon is a variety of anon smaller than the current.  Mountain anon, tree and its
fruit.  It is a tree of the family Annonaceae.  Its scientific name is Rollinia mucosa. 

anonimizar
It means losing the name or nominality.  Losing identification, moving to anonymity, invisibilizing, uninuneting or stripping
of identity.  Make someone not easily recognized. 

anoniquia
It is a rare congenital disease that is characterized by the patient lack of nails or have them very atrophied.

anopetalo
anopetalo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Anopetalo" as meaning:<br>The correct term is anopetalo or
anopetala.  It is a term used in Botany and means that there is talk of a plant with flower straight or right.

anorak
It is a very suitable type of wardrobe for extremely cold climates.  It is essentially a jacket, hooded, covered in furs.  It is
a garment worn by Eskimos and skiers.  It can also be called parka.

anorgásmica
Woman unable to achieve orgasm.  Who has no orgasms.  That you can't reach orgasm. 

anosmia
Total reduction of the ability to smell.  Etymologically it is the deprivation of the ability to smell.  In Medicine, it is total
loss of smell.  Along with ageusia, they are two very characteristic symptoms of Covid-19.  When the loss is partial it is
called Hyposmia.

anosognosia
It means ignorance of the disease.  It refers to patients who do not realize their functional deficits, do not perceive their
ailments or do not detect the malfunction of their body.

anotia
It is a genetic and birth defect that is manifested by the absence of the ear pavilion.  Missing ear.

anous
In Greek means silly.  Mindless, spiritless, no intelligence.  In Ornithology it is the name of a genus of birds belonging to
the family Laridae .  They are known as kidneys, pavanas, terns or seagulls.



anófeles
It is one of the variants of Anopheles, Anopheles.  It is the name of a genus of mosquitoes in the family Culicidae.  They
are characterized by blood-sucking.  They inhabit almost the whole world and are vectors of diseases. 

anón
It is the name of a small tropical tree and its fruit.  It belongs to the Annonaceae family.  Her scientific name is Annona
squamosa.  Other names it receives are: ates , kidney , anona , saramuyo .  Its fruit is covered with fleshy and hard
scales and its internal pulp is white and very sweet. 

anónfalo
You mean no belly button.  Adam was ananophal because he was not born in childbirth and therefore lacked a belly
button.  An is no and aphage is navel or center.  According to aphageal mythology it was a sacred egg-shaped stone
that Zeus placed in the center of the world.  Ancient Betyl or religious stone artifact in Delphi.

anóxico
It means he suffers from anoxia.  He doesn't have dissolved oxygen.  Almost total lack of oxygen.  Alteration of
hemoglobin that prevents the fixation of oxygen in sufficient amounts. 

anpan
In Japan it is a bread stuffed with sweet.  It was invented by Yasubei Kimura, an unemployed samurai from the Meiji
period, in the mid-19th century.

anquera
That it is relative to the rump.  Palette of the res.

anquilosarse
Staying stopped or stalled.  Do not advance or improve.  It means freeze, stop, freeze, immobilized, baldar is, atrophy,
crippling is, stall, stagnate, prevent, preclude.

anquí
It is a word of the Gypsy language.  Ancli is also used, it means glasses, lenses, goggles.  Ancliso means glasses.

ansar
Ansar is another name that is known to the grey goose, bird palmípeda large Anatidae family.  Its scientific name is
Anser anser.  Anser in latin means goose.

ansarolá
It is a term of Arabic origin meaning "Supporters of God".  Name used by the Houthis or Houthis to name themselves
(they are a religious insurgent group in Yemen).  Yemen's Houthi insurgent movement.  They are supported by Saudi
Arabia. 

ansá
Hindu God, son of Kasiapa and Aditi.  In Sanskrit means part, fraction, piece, portion.  It can also mean duck or ansar. 
Anzá, with z, in Colombia is the name of a municipality of the Department of Antioquia.



anselmo
Anselmo is incorrectly written and should be written as "Anselmo ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Anselmo ( 41 own name;.  It is a name of Germanic origin male and means gods protected or protected from Dios.

anser
In astronomy is the name of a star in the constellation Vulpecula (the Fox).  It is also called Alfa Vulpecula.  It was
formerly called Lucida Anseris.  It is a red giant star and is about 300 years Earth light.  Anser in latin means goose,
Pink-footed goose and is also the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Anatidae and comprising the geese,
geese and geese.

anseroiformes
The correct term is anseriformes.  Mean in biology, birds that look like a goose is a goose (anser in latin means goose). 
Taxonomically corresponds to an order and this includes 3 families: family Anhimidae (which includes chavarrías,
arucos, Screamers), family Anseranatidae (goose magpie, anserana or goose overo) and the family Anatidae (that of
more species, including t Odos ducks, geese, swans, geese and geese)

anta tica
It is the name of a tourist cabins in Villa Merlo, San Luis, 40 Argentina.Danta or Costa Rican Tapir; Tapirus bairdii ). It is
slightly smaller than the common Danta ( Tapirus terrestris ) and that Tapir or Danta Andean ( Tapirus pinchaque ).
They are also called pinchaques, monte males or mborevis ( 41 guarani language. Apparently it is a new species of
Perissodacyls. Other names are tapir, sachahuagra, maypouri, tapii and mount cow.

antagonistas
It means opponents, opposites.  In any type of work it is the one who opposes the protagonist or main character. 
Enemies, rivals.

antaño
In Colombia it means last, last time.  Of long, old, past tense.  Previous year, last year.

antártico
It means where there are no bears, no bears.  It usually refers to the South Pole.  It is due to the fact that in the
Southern Hemisphere the constellations of Ursa Major and Ursa Minor cannot be observed (curiously, the fact that there
are white bears or polar bears at the North Pole and there are no at the North Pole also coincides).  . 

ante
Ante in Spanish, is the name of a sweet made from beans and chickpeas in Guatemala.  Before, is also a sweet coconut
and egg in Mexico.  It is a refreshing drink in the Peru.

ante-
As a noun ante means elce , suede or suede .  Artiodactyl mammal of the Cervidae family.

antea
It was the name of an ancient Greek city in Messenia, a mountainous region. 

anteayer



It means it happened two days ago.  It happened a day before yesterday.  Antier.  48 hours ago. 

anteámbulo
Who goes ahead or precedes the passage of the lord or patron.  He was usually a slave. 

antecede
It is an inflection of precede.  It means to be a place.  That is before my and that I am who follow.  Foregoing me in rank,
will be first than me.

anteceden
It is an inflection of precede.  It means, that they are a shift or a position before the person or thing to which reference is
made.  It also means that they occur before something.

antecella
Antecela or antechela .  In Architecture is a space that goes before the cella (or cela ).  Space located before a
bedroom, a temple or a city or room.  Lobby, space located after the central courtyard.  Small inner chamber of a
temple.

antenoche
The night before yesterday's.  The night of antier or the day before yesterday, 

antenor
It is a rare male name.  It is of Greek origin and means that fighting men.  Priam Advisor during the Trojan war.  Name of
a sculptor of ancient Greece.  It is also the name of a Trojan asteroid of Jupiter (2207).

anteojos
It means they are located before the eyes, which are located above the eyes.  Optical elements that are formulated to
correct defects in vision.  Glasses, goggles, lenses, quevedos, glasses.  In zoology, referring to the Andean bear, is
another way of calling the frontine bear or careto bear (Tremarctos ornatus). 

antepasado
Individual who lived in a remote time and from whom we descend.  He lived in remote times.  Period before the past . 
Ancient. 

antepié
In Medicine and Anatomy it is the back of the foot.  It is made up of astragalus and calcaneus.  Heel. 

antequera
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  Antequera is a Spanish town in the province of Malaga.  Surname of a
major Colombian politician left that was murdered.  His full name was José Antequera and was known as "Pepe" or
"Pepín".

antequino
It means marsupial mouse or mardo.  Antechinus (Latin word for antequinus) is a genus of marsupials in the family



Dasyuridae commonly known as antechins or marsupial mice.  The most representative species is the Antechinus
flavipes . 

anteriores
Plural of Previous.  That precedes in space or time.  It means it's closer to the reference site.  That occurs before a
specific time.  Precedent, previous, background.

antesala
In a house or dwelling it is the room that is located before the room.  Which is at the entrance.  Receiver.  In the game of
baseball, this is the name given to third base, which is the last base, before scoring a run (home plate).  Timeout. 

antgeneo
antgeneo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Antigen" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Antigen. It
is a substance which is inoculated into the body in order to generate a reaction and produce antibodies.

anti ético
It means contrary to ethics.  Immoral, against the rules or morality.

anti feudal
anti-feudal it is contrary to feudal, bone plebeian, democratic. Everything that defines being against the feudal or
authoritarianism.

anti-
It is a prefix of Greek origin, meaning opposite, which is opposed, which goes against . 

anti-adherente
They are special materials that line containers or vessels used in cooking food and that prevent them from sticking or
sticking, avoiding the forming of scabs (glue, glue, pegotes).  In essence they aim to give greater durability to the vessel
and also facilitate its washing.  Within these materials is the Teflon.

anti-corrosivo
Anti-corrosive it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Rust preventives" being its meaning:<br>A substance
used to prevent or retard corrosion.

anti-ue
It means enemy or opponent of the European Union.  Ultranationalist movements of the european country that are
against the EU.  They are usually members of nationalist parties or movements that exist in each of the countries that
make up the European Union.

antia
It is a variant of Anthea.  It was one of the ways the Greeks call Hera, spouse of Zeus (Juno for the Romans).  It is a
Greek female name, which means flower, beautiful, florida.  It is also the castilianization of Anthia, who is a genus of
beetles adefagos family Carabidae (are insects that can spray formic acid).  It is also a genus of very colorful fish that
live in coral or reefs.



antiácaros
Special product to remove mites .  acaricide. 

antiálgica
It means it soothes the pain.  Analgesic.  Anthagic is also used. 

antibacterial
It is a suitable product to eliminate bacteria.  Bactericidal.

antibrachial
It is a term used in anatomy and means of the forearm or belonging to it. Of the antebraquio.

antibravhial
antibravhial is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Antibraquial" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
antibraquial. It is a term used in anatomy and means of the forearm or relative to it.

anticaspa
It is a cosmetic product, usually a shampoo or soap that aims to eliminate dandruff.

anticiparse
Come or run something, before the others.  Getting up early, getting ahead,

anticipos
It means that they are delivered before doing something.  In accounting and financial aspects (or budgetary) are the
sums of money that are delivered to contractors before starting a work or work.  They always require the establishment
of compliance insurance policies.  There are also advances for per diems, which are given to officials who must travel to
another city or country to carry out temporary work.  Plural of advance . 

anticlinales
Plural of anticline .  In geology, it is a fold of the Earth's crust that has the oldest strata in its core. ?? They are formed by
tectonic effects.  A class of stratum of the earth's crust . 

anticoncepción
It is the same as contraception.  It is the action of preventing fertilization of the egg by artificial or chemical means.  Birth
control, planning.

anticucho
In the Andean area of Peru and Bolivia it is a typical dish.  It is basically a stew of pieces of meat and viscera, with
different sauces.  It is prepared in a very special way with heart.   . 

antideportividad
It is a feature or defect of an athlete who is a bad loser or who is not loyal in the competition.  Defect or practice that is
punishable among athletes and corresponds to unsportsmanlike behavior. 



antideportivo
It means disloyal, which is not governed by the rules of sport.  That goes against sportsmanship.  It acts outside the
rules of healthy competition and fair play.  Unworthy, treacherous, dishonest. 

antidogmático
It means that it is against the doctrines, dogmas or precepts previously established.  Heretic.

antiedad
This is called all kinds of makeup or cosmetics that serve to disguise wrinkles and age.  They are usually creams with a
lot of collagen. 

antiemética
It is a sustancia, usually a drug, that is used to prevent or control vomiting in a patient. 

antiemético
Vomiting is a type of medicine that is formulated to prevent or eliminate vomiting in a patient. 

antienvejecimiento
It means that it is indicated to prevent aging or deterioration.  Suitable for maintaining laziness and youth. 

antier
It means it happened two days ago.  It happened a day before yesterday.  Yesterday.  48 hours ago. 

antiesclavista
It's the same as abolitionist.  Person who declares himself the enemy of slavery. 

antifonario
It is the name of a liturgical book used by Western Christians and containing the litanies, responsos and antiphons that
are prayed at a Mass.  the antiphons are short refrains that are sung before and after the psalms.  It is read every day
and throughout the liturgical year.  Antiphonal is also used. 

antigona
Name of several characters in Greek Mythology.  Name of a daughter of Oedipus, king of Thebes.  Name of a daughter
of Eurytion or Eurytus (king of Phthia), first wife of Peleus, who would be the father of Achilles.  Named after a daughter
of Laomedon, king of Troy.  Antigone of Macedon, mother of Bernice I of Egypt.  Name of Sophocles' Tragedy .  Name
of an asteroid (129).  It has also been named A878 CA, A907 BA by astronomers. 

antigravedad
Repulsion.  Forces that counter or neutralize gravity.  In physics, absence of gravity.

antigrieta
It can be a product that serves to cover cracks, Resane.  It is also a way of calling an anti-wrinkle cosmetic product. 



antihigiénicos
It means unsead, dirty, contaminated, with risk of causing infections.  Condition that goes against hygiene and health. 
Unhealthy.

antihistamínic
antihistaminic is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Antihistamine" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
antihistamine. It means medication used or recommended to eliminate the effects of an allergy. Acting against
histamines.

antiindependentismo
It means he opposes independence.  It opposes independence movements.  Although it is used to refer generally to
those who oppose the independence movements of Spanish autonomous communities, it can be used in general. 

antiinflamatorios
Medications that are formulated to control and eliminate the inflammation or swelling. They are generally topical (
creams or ointments ). In severe cases they are formulated in pills and even in injections.

antilíder
Opponent or opponent of a leader.  Antilide or antilider, is also a common name for a medicinal herbaceous plant.  Its
scientific name is Ajuga iva.  It is also known as iva, iva moscada, búgula, búgula almuzclada, pinillo, antilide, abiga,
clin. 

antillano
It means native to the Antilles, born or originating in the Antilles (American Caribbean Islands).  Resident or related to
the Antilles.  Caribbean.  Born on any of the Caribbean islands.

antimetabolito
In medicine it is a substance that replaces, inhibits or competes with a specific metabolite. They are widely used in
cancer treatments.

antimetabolito
In medicine it is a substance that replaces, inhibits or competes with a specific metabolite. They are widely used in
cancer treatments.

antimicóticos
In Medicine and Pharmacology, it is the name given to the medicines that are formulated to control diseases caused by
fungi.  They can also be called antifungals.  They can be for topical use or systemic use.

antimigratoria
It means against migrants or against migration. 

antinapoleónica
It means contrary to Napoleon's policies or doctrines.  Name given to the campaign of integration of European
monarchies against Napoleon.  It's known as First Coalcision. 



antinarcoticos
Name of law enforcement agencies in several countries, dedicated to the control and eradication of drug trafficking.

antinatural
It means contrary to normal or natural.  That goes against nature or what is considered normal or natural.  That it has no
logical explanation. 

antinomias
It means the law contradiction.  It is a term used in epistemology and logic, which means paradox, contradiction and
dilemma.

antinómica
It means opposite, contrary.  They disagree, disagrees.

antiojos
Sunglasses is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Glasses" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is glasses. 
It means glasses, lenses, goggles, quevedos, eyeglasses.

antiope
It was the name of one of the Queens of the Amazon, in Greek Mythology.  She was one of the Daughters of Ares and
Otrera (or Hiccup), sister of Hippolyta, Stentsilea and Melanipa.  Mother of Hippolytus.  Name of an asteroid . 

antioqueño
Native of the Department of Antioquia in Colombia.  Paisa (although many people from other departments are
considered paisa but with the same culture and tradition). 

antioquía
Name of an ancient city in Turkey.  It was also called Antakya, Antioch of Orontes or Antioch of Syria.  It is also the
name of a city in Peru, better known as Huamansica, which is the capital of the Antioch District and belongs to the
Province of Huarochiri, in the Department of Lima.  There are other places in Turkey that are also called Antioch: in
Pisidia, Migdonia and Taurus.  It should never be confused with Antioquia (Without a tilde), which is the name of a
Department of Colombia and has other meanings.  In this case it means "Golden Mountain" in reference to the large
number of gold mines in the region.  A version of Latin origin of the place name has been disseminated as "against
stillness or against rest", pointing out the great industriousness of its inhabitants. 

antiparabólico
Person who does not like cable TV.  That rejects the international cable television signal (There are areas of Colombia
that, due to their abrupt topography, require repeaters or satellite dishes installed on very high hills, isolated and very
distant and affected by adverse weather conditions).  It refers to the repeater satellite dishes that are required to
retransmit the cable television signal. 

antipas
Name of a Bishop of Pergamon in the time of Domitian.  He is a Saint and Martyr of the Catholic Saint.

antipático



It means that it generates aversion, that it disgusts, that it is not pleasant or that it does not generate compatibility. 
Disgusting, antagonistic, incompatible, hated, repulsive.  In Colombia it also means rude, atarván, rude.  Sullen-looking
person, who does not socialize and who does not interact with others.  It acts with antipathy. 

antipirético
It is any drug or drug used to fight fevers.  They are also called febrifuges, antifebrile or antithermal.

antipiréticos
It is the technical name of the medications that are used to control fever.  Fever.

antipolución
It means against pollution or pollution.  Against environmental deterioration or for the purpose of environmental
protection. 

antipopular
It means it's against the people or the majority of the population.  That the people don't like it.  That displeases most of
them. 

antipora
Mean intruded, tucked, metiche, indiscreet, lambon, Snooper, curious, rookie.  Person who wants to get into everything,
participate in everything, thus not be invited either received.

antiracista
It can also be considered valid anti-racist or anti-racist.  I mean, he opposes racism.  That in his thoughts, he does not
admit or tolerate racism. 

antirrino
It means it looks like a nose, which is like a nose.  It is the generic and Castilian name ( Antirrhinum ) of plants that have
flowers that look like a nose or hunched fingers.  They belong to the family Plantaginaceae and are about 363 species. 
They have medicinal uses.  Some species are called becerrilla, dragon, bunny.

antisubversiva
It means makes against subversion, against the rebels or contrary to the regime or the authority.  Antiguerrillera.

antisubversivo
It means that it is done against the guerrillas, subversives or opponents of the legally constituted government.  Against
the armed opposition, against the rebels, against the revolutionaries.  or the guerrillas.  Antiguerlero,
counterrevolucionario, anti-revolutionary.

antitaurino
Enemy of bulls or bullfights.  Person who doesn't like bullfighting festivities.  Animalist.

antitécnico
It means it lacks technique.  Don't stick to technical standards.  You elbeaor without applying science or an art properly. 



Burdo, rough, ordinary, rustic.

antitusígeno
It is the same as cough suppressant.  You want to say that it cures or calms cough.  It is a kind of remedy or medication,
used to cure the cough.  Mucolytic agent or expectorant (cure cough and expel phlegm).

antivaho
It means that it is a product that prevents the fogging of the food.  It does not allow the production of vapors or that
counteracts their effects. 

antivirus
It means that it attacks or counteracts viruses.  It may refer to a drug to counterviral or computer effects to a program to
detect, control and remove computer viruses.  Antiviral.

antía
It is a name of woman of Greek origin that means florida, like flowers, full of flowers.  Name of a saint of the Catholic
Church, mother of St. Eleuterio.  Name of a Spanish actress and writer of Galician origin, named Antía Otero Rodríguez.
 Antía is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of former Spanish footballer Mikel Antía Mendiaraz, who is
currently coaching in China.  Last name of a Uruguayan politician, named Enrique Andrés Antía Behrens, who is also an
Agricultural Engineer.

antídoto
Usually in medicine, it is a substance that is applied to counteract the harmful effects of another.  A substance that acts
by counteracting the effects of a poison. 

antífona
It means answer or answer.  In religious rites is the answer to a Psalm.  Religious canticle of response to a Psalm.

antífora
It is a surname in Argentina.  Surname of the pioneer of surfing in Argentina recently deceased, Angel Antifora.

antífrasis
Contrary or ironic expression.  Denoting sarcasm.  It was a rhetorical figure used in Ancient Greece by which a condition
or characteristic totally opposite to the real one was made known. 

antílope de los pantanos
It is a kind of antelope from Central Africa also is known as Sitatunga.  Its scientific name is Tragelaphus spekii and
belong to the Bovidae family.

antítesis
Antithesis means opposite the opposite, what is in the other side the antipode.  Contrast, antagonistic, divergent and
incompatible.

antofobia



It is the phobia, fear or dread the flowers.  Many people who suffer associated the smell or the presence of flowers with
funeral events or death.  Fear excessive flowers and their scent.

antojito
Diminutive of craving, desire, longing.  It's also a way to call a snack or a kind of food that is consumed as an appetizer. 
In Colombia it can be a type of biscuit or small cake, or a mantecada.  They can also be empanaditas or cakes. 

antojo
It means longing, desire, craving, caprice, wishfulness.  It also means fantasy, extravagance, taste, illusion, querence,
pretension.  Another meaning can be entremés, treats, very fast food and usually to snack.  Inflection of craving or
craving, which means to desire, long, pretend, want. 

antonella
It is a feminine name of Latin origin and means as beautiful as a flower.  is an Italian variant of the female name Antonia.
 Name of Lionel Messi's wife (Antonella Roccuzzo). 

antonia
It is a name of Latin origin woman and means beautiful as a flower.

antonimo de abominar
Antonym of abominate: to love, to want, 

antonimo de amputar
They are synonymous with amputation: curtail, cut, mutilate.  Obviously the antonyms are the opposite: to implant, to
unite, to add, to add, to sew, to prolong.

antonimo de apreso
They are antonyms of apreso: loose, libero.

antonimo de aspero
The correct term is rough, with tilde.  They are antonyms of harsh: smooth, uniform, smooth, friendly, kind, affectionate,
loving, parejo, satin.

antonimo de cabizbaja
The antonyms of crestfallen are: cheerful, elated, lively, happy, happy.  They are synonymous with crestfallen: shot
down, discouraged, sad, sagging, melancholy, nostalgic, convicted.

antonimo de capuera
They can be antonyms of capuera: forest, virgin forest, jungle (since capuera is a part of the forest that has been
removed to establish crops).

antonimo de caricia
They are antonyms of touch: stroke, his hand, aggression, smack, slap, slap.



antonimo de esceptico
The correct term is skeptical, with tilde.  An antonym of skeptical is a believer.  They can also be faithful, gullible,
trusting, innocent.

antonimo de fonico
The correct terms are antonym of audio (both words should accent always carry because they are esdrújulas).  As
phonic means relative to the voice, the sound, obviously its antonyms are words that mean the opposite.  In this case,
are antonyms of audio: aphonic, disfonico, silent, silent, silent (all these words mean that it has no voice, which does not
produce noise).

antonimo de habla
They are antonyms of speech (inflection of the verb to speak): silence, muteness, keep silent, silence, cover, hide, omit. 

antonimo de lasitud
Anonymity of the laity : encouragement.  Others : pawn, hardship, liveliness, ardent, ardent, vivacity. 

antonimo de locuaz
They are antonyms of loquacious: parco silent, silent, silent.

antonimo de mar bravo
Antonym of rough seas are calm seas or sea serene.

antonimo de reparo
Repair is turning repair which means, therefore, arrange antonyms of repair would be: damage, deterioration, I break.

antonimo de risueña
Sad, grieving, distressed, troubled, depressed, melancholy, angry, bitter. 

antonimo de simetrico
The correct expression is antonym of symmetrical (both words with accents).  They are antonyms of symmetrical:
asymmetrical, uneven, disproportionate, lopsided, discordant, arrhythmic.

antonimo de socucho
Socucho is a small, dirty and poorly ventilated room (hovel, tabuco, pigsty, Garret, Razorfen).  Therefore their antonyms
can be living room, mansion, Palace.

antonimo de sopa
As the soup is thick, I consider that an antonym can be broth or consommé. 

antonimo de sumisa
An anonymity of submissive is untamed.  Others may be: indomitable, fierce, disobedient, undisciplined, rebellious.

antonimo de veloz



An antonym of fast is slow and sluggish.

antonimo de zopenco
They are antonyms of zopenco: ready, alive, agile, skillful, smart, witty.

antonimo democracia
Dictatorship, tyranny, autocracy, monarchy. 

antonimos de repercusion
The correct term is repercussion, with tilde (meaning consequence).  They can be antonym : Cause, origin, annulment,
intraens ancestry, nullity, cushioning. 

antonio
Antonio is incorrectly written and should be written as "Antonio ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>This is a male of
Greek origin and means that he stands out among all.  Antony, Antuan, Antoine, Anthony variants.  Antonia female
Variant.

antoñito
Diminutive of Antonio.  Loving and familiar way to call Antonio.  Nickname of several Spanish footballers.  It may refer to
former player Antonio Ramiro Pérez, born in Seville or also to Antonio Jesús Regal Angulo, who is also Sevillian.  

antora
It is one of the common names of a toxic plant.  It derives from the Latin term Anthora, which is the name of a genus of
toxic plants, of the family Rannunculaceae and which means exactly that toxic plant (etymologically against thora,
another plant).  It is synonymous with Aconito or Aconitum. 

antónimo
It is a word that has the complete opposite meaning to another.  Of opposite meaning.  For example white is antonym of
black, as is high of low. 

antónimo de majunche
In Guatemala, majunches are also called to a few plantain chips, small, very similar to some bananas that in Colombia
we call sandwiches.

antónimo de majunche
antonym of majunche it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Majunche" being its meaning:<br>If the
meaning of Majunche is 1-"person who lacks appeal or qualities, insignificant, mediocre". 2-"it says things that are not,
or are not as necessary or desired; poor quality, regular"

antónimo de regocijo
Antonyms of rejoicing: sorrow, decay, duel, Peña, grief, mourning, pain.

antónimos
Which means quite the opposite.  Words of opposite meanings.  Plural of antónimo .



antraconita
It means dark.  Antraconite is a variety of charcoal.  Carbonous limestone mineral, mineral charcoal.

antracotéridos
It means coal beasts.  is the castilianization of the term Antracotheriidae, which is the name of a family of extinct
ungulated mammals that lived in the Oligocene.  They were similar to the current rhinos and hippos.

antro
In Colombia you are told to any place where criminals meet.  Dangerous and reputable site.  It can also mean suburb,
cave, cave, dump, grotto.

antrologia
Does not exist in the Spanish language according to the RAE. But in Colombia is a vulgarismo to define the science of a
vague or Sot, which is a " 34 expert; in " antrum of perdition " or " antrum of seedy ". It connotes a pejorative expression.
as the Royal Academy of the Spanish language defines antro as " a local, establishment, House of bad appearance and
reputation ".

antropizada
It means transformed, altered or affected by man or human being.   It refers to the anthropic impact on nature. 

antropizado
It means influenced or manipulated by the man.  Affected or altered by human activity.  That it has no natural conditions.
 Settled, civilized, cultured, target, denatured.

antropo0logias
antropo0logias is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Anthropological" being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is anthropological. Relating to anthropology, the study of man. Study of the human race and the human species.

antropoceno
It is a name proposal for a current geological age, in which man is generating great impacts on the environment.  It is
made by a part of the scientific community and would go in place or after Holocene, the current period of the Quaternary
Age.  Etymologically translated was from the new man or was of the new human being. 

antropofagias
It is the plural of Anthropophagy.  It means eating human flesh.  Cannibalism.

antropogénico
It means caused or originated by man.  Made by a human being.

antroponimina
It is the branch of science that is dedicated to studying the origin and meaning of the names of persons.

antroposofía
It is a type of philosophical doctrine devised by Rudolf Steiner.  It is a mixture of medicine and occultism.  It aims to treat



the patient holistically, in physical, emotional, mental and spiritual aspects.  It is a derivation of Theosophy. 

antropófago
It means he eats humans, he eats men.  Person or animal that eats human flesh.  Cannibal.  By bloodthirsty extension,
fierce, wild, butcher, relentless. 

antropósofo
It is a type of doctor who comprehensively treats his patients attending to aspects such as physical, mental, spiritual and
emotional.  Follower of the philosophical doctrine founded by Rudolf Steiner. 

antros
Plural den .  It means concavity, grotto, cavern, hollow or hollowing in an organ.  The follicular den is converted into a
placenta as there is fertilization of an egg.  It can also be a criminal meeting site.  Garito, lair. 

antrópico
It means relative to man, concerning human beings.  Human activities or harmful effects caused by man. 

antsy
It is an English language word that means anxious, longing, desiring, tense, nervous. 

antuvia
It is an inflection of antuviar.  It means attack first, anticipate, give a blow to another in unexpected ways.  By extension,
sacrificing an animal, prior to its full maturity.

antuya
Antuya is the killing of young pigs that takes place in late October and November.

anu
In Celtic mythology, it was one of the name given to the goddess of ghosts or death.  In some texts it also appears as
Anand, Macha or Morrigan. 

anublamiento
In medicine and especially is psychiatry is partial and variable dulling of a person to which are added disorders of affect
and cognition States.   These include drunkenness, delusions, hallucination, drowsy State ( oniroide ) mental confusion
and the twilight State.

anudados
It means tied or tied and knotted.  Tied with knots.

anuencia
It means permit, authorization, approval, acceptance, approval, consent, compliance.

anular



It is the action or effect of leave without value something or not allowed to run.  Withdraw or cancel the effects of
something.  Disable, revoke, abolish, cancel, delete, invalidate, overrule.  Also is the name of the finger remaining entity
finger heart and the little finger.  Finger that usually placed rings or rings.  It also means that it has the shape of a ring or
a ring.

anuncia
Inflection to announce .  It means to warn, to predict.  It means it warns, vaticin or predicts.  It is also a way to topple the
female name Annunciation.  Female name . 

anunciar
It means spreading a news story.  Vaticinar , warn , predict .  Spread. 

anuncio
Inflection of announcing , which means to warn, proclaim, warn, communicate.  Press release, notice, warning, news . 
Sign, poster, sign. 

anuncios publicitarios
Messages promoting or offering items in order to get followers or buyers among the public in general. Advertising,
propaganda, notices and proclamations. Notices in radial or written publications.

anunnaki
Aliens allegedly come from the planet Nibiru, who came and settled in Mesopotamia and genetically accelerated the
development of the Neanderthal man to evolve to Homo Sapiens.

anuro
It means no tail.  It has no tail, it lacks tail.  It is the Order of amphibians, to which frogs and toads belong.  Frog, toad.

anutara
anutara is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Anuttara" being its meaning:<br>The correct way to write it is
Anuttara, is the name of the supreme power divine containing the awakening. Equally Anuttara ( Sanskrit ) Unrivaled,
unparalleled, incomparable. Thus, anuttara bodhi means: intelligence not exceeded without equal; anuttara adharma,
law or religion without peer. They are not the words of the Spanish language.

anverso
Main side of a coin or medal.  Main part of a thing.  Face, face.  Antonym of backhand or reverse. 

anvito
They are a few fashion designers 40 Barcelona; Spain ) specialising in the design and manufacture of clothing in large
sizes. We are dedicated to the own national manufacturing and selling clothes to the wholesale.

anza
Anza , or Anzá are surnames of Basque origin.  It means similar, similar, similar.  In Colombia Anzá, it is the name of a
municipality of the Department of Antioquia.  In Mexico, Anza was the surname of a military and ruler, born in Sonora,
whose full name was Juan Bautista de Anza Bezerra Nieto.



anzoátegui
Anzoátegui is incorrectly written and it should be written as 40 Anzoátegui; own name ).  being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is 40 Anzoátegui; own name ).  It is the name of a municipality of the Department of Tolima, in Colombia.  It
is the surname of a military in Venezuela-born Patriot called José Antonio Anzoátegui, who was Chief of the Guardia de
Honor de Simón Bolívar.  The name of a State of Venezuela, whose capital is Barcelona.

aña
It is a word of the Basque language that means nanny.  Wet nurse. 

añadidura
It means addition , added , aggregate .  That is accompanying something else. 

añagaza
It means trap, timo, deception, Artifice, ruse, ploy.  Resource used to trick and take advantage.

añal
It can mean annual, one year.  In some parts it also means old, old, old. 

añango
In Ecuador is the name of a river and a lagoon.  They are located within the Yasuní National Park.  It is an area of very
high biodiversity and remains in the Province of Orellana.  It is also the name of an indigenous community in that area. 
The word in Quechua language means ant or also very small portion of something.

añascanca
In Peru, especially in the Province of Lima is the way to call the fruit of the wild cactus.  Fruit of the wild cactus, in the
District of Huarochirí in Peru. 

añatuya
It is the name of an Argentine town in the Province of Santiago del Estero.  The word in Quechua language can mean
skunk or skunk (animal that expels fetid smell), but also in Guarani means Diablo Viejo.

añico
Piece, portion, part, particle, fraction.  The plural is used as it indicates that it is one of the parts or pieces of a whole.

añicos
Plural of añico .  In Colombia it means pieces, fragments.  parts, particles, fractions, chunks, parts, pits.

añil
It means blue.  bluish, indigo.  It is also one of the common names of several plants from which the tincture for blue color
is extracted: Indigofera tinctoria, of the Fabaceae family, Isatis tinctoria, of the Brassicaceae family, or Polygonum
tinctorum of the Polygonaceae family.  There are also other plntas called anil and that has the same use.  

añiles
Indigos is the plural of Indigo.  Natural blue dyes.  It is synonymous with Woad, Indigo, indigo blue.



año lectivo
In Colombia, it is the same as school year, educational period, time of the lessons.  Time or period of schooling.  Time of
classes.

añojal
Land that was previously dedicated to crops but which by carelessness or disuse was filled with weeds or stubble. 
Trace, rastrojal, malezal, malecero.  Disused arable land, full of weeds.

añoñar
In the Colombian Caribbean it means pampering, pechichar, pamper, pet, apapachar, flatter.  Action to caresses,
showing affection.

añoranza
Pleasant memories.  It is the feeling of nostalgia or longing to be something or someone.  Memory, nostalgia,
remembrance.

años
Plural of the year.  That happened a long time ago.

añosos
Aging is the plural of elderly. It means full-year, full of years, with many years, requeteviejo, Centennial.

añuje
It is one of the names in the Peru overlooking the agouti, agouti, neque, guatin, cotuza, agouti, colorado jochi, cherenga,
carma.  Belongs to the Dasyproctidae family and its scientific name is Dasyprocta punctata.

aolapado en el salvador
aolapado in el salvador is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Overlap" being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is overlapping. It is the same thing that asolapado or overlapped. It is said person that hides its intentions or their
opinions. Reserved, hypocritical farce, Simulator, misleading, unfair.

aomita
aomita is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Somita" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Somita. The
somita is each segmented structures formed by the sides of the neural tube and notochord during the embryonic period
( 41 fetal development; from the paraxial Mesoderm ( Also called dorsal somitico )...

apache
In Zuni language it means enemy.  It was the term most used in the old West to refer to the indigenous people who
assaulted the proceedings.  They were really from different ethnicities, but the best-known were the Sioux and
Cheyennes.  They basically live on the plains of Arizona, New Mexico and Texas.

apaches
Plural of apache .  In the Zuñi language it means enemy.  It was the term most used in the old west to designate the
Indians who assaulted the stagecoaches.  They really were of different ethnicities, but the best known were the Sioux
and Cheyennes.  They basically lived in the plains of Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas. 



apachurrado
It means something is like a foil, crushed, flattened.  Flat or flat appearance.  In Colombia it is inflection to appease.  It
means crushing, crushing, compressing, pressing, tamping, flattening, sinking, despressing, defeating, humiliating,
shaming.  By extension, very sad or grieving person.  With encouragement on the floor or low note.  Flattened.

apachurramiento
It's the same as crushing.  It is the action or effect of appeasing, crushing something with a huge weight.  Compaction. 
In Colombia colloquially it is sadness, boredom, nostalgia.  We also call it tusa.  Pain, sorrow, sorrow.

apachurrar
It means letting something like a blade.  flattened.  In Colombia, it is synonymous with crush, crush, compress, pressing,
tamping, flatten, sink, fold, defeat, humiliate, embarrass.

apacibles
It means calm, calm, peaceful, meek.  Plural of peaceful .  Who remain or live in peace.  Quiet, they don't move. 

apaciguadoras
It means they reassure, they calm, they serenade, they placate.  That generate peace and trust.

apacín
It is one of the common names of a plant that has medicinal uses.  It is also known as anamú, skunk or pee.  Its
scientific name is Petiveria alliacea.  It belongs to the genus Petiveria and the family Petiveriaceae.  It is only found in
America.

apadana
It is a closed architectural enclosure supported by several columns.  Hypostila room.  It's a Persian word of origin. 
Hearing room used by Persian kings in their palaces.

apadrinar
It means serving as a godfather to someone.  By extension means sponsoring, supporting or providing support to
someone who needs it.

apagaluces
Device used to turn the lights on and off. 

apagón
Generalized electrical power outage.  General light cut, occurring untimely.

apalachees
Who live in or are native to the Appalachian Bay.  It was the name of a Native American tribe, who settled in the
Appalachian Bay and who were also called Appalachians.  In His name there is the mountain range that bears His
name.  They were almost entirely decimated. 

apalancarse



Look for a lever or something very strong and resistant to lean.  It means cling, cling, cling strongly.  Leaning.  In
Colombia in a colloquial way sponsor, seek support from someone very influential (lever).

apalastrado
In Colombia it means tired, exhausted, agitated, exhausted by work.  He crawls or he can't lift his feet, he's lying down. 
Fishing system with trawls .  It can also mean sick. 

apalcuachara
It is the same thing that crush, apachurrar, despanzurrar.

apamea
Name of an ancient Syrian city of which today only ruins exist.  He was also known as Pharnaké.  Relative to Apama or
in honor of Apama, she was the first wife of Seleucus I, also known as Nicator, ruler of Syria and Babylon in the time of
Alexander the Great.  Several cities founded by Seleucus and Antiochus bore that name. 

apan
Apan is the name of a Mexican town and also a municipality.  Both remain in the State of Hidalgo.  The word is of
Nahuatl origin and means over water or in water.  Apan is also the name of a higher education institution that depends
on the University of The State of Hidalgo.

apanizada
In Agriculture it means very dense, very bushy, referring to cereal that is born very grouped because of having used too
much seed during planting.

apañar
In Colombia and especially in the Departments of tolima and Huila, it means collecting, lifting from the ground, raising. 

apapachado
It's a pamper inflection.  In Colombia, it means pampering, consenting, stroking, loading (a baby), Pechichar.

aparatejo
Aparatejo is a word derived appliance, which it designates a device but in a derogatory manner, meaning that or is of
poor quality, that is malfunctioning or does not work.  In Colombia, it is often also used aparatucho.

aparcabicis
Name given to a bicycle parking site.  Biker. 

aparear
It means match, match, join together.  Put on a par.  By extension, in Colombia it means lead to sex to reproduce. 
Copulate.

aparearse
It is the same as copulation, sexual intercourse, almost always with reproductive aims. Monta.



aparearse
It is the same as copulation, sexual intercourse, almost always with reproductive aims. Monta.

aparejo
It is the set of elements that constitute a mechanism that will facilitate the development of an activity.  For example
Cavalry rigs are a set of belts and elements that can haul a load or or a rider in a safe manner.  Fishing gear are line. 
reel, Rod, lures, hooks, etc.  A boat to navigate rigs are masts, ropes, sticks, candles, etc.

apartado aéreo
Box or mailbox, which was formerly rented by people who did not have a fixed address.  With the new technologies in
communications this service has been disappearing. 

apartamentero
In Colombia, thief who specializes in stealing in apartment buildings.  Many times you lease an apartment to steal from
your neighbors'.

apatita
Name given to three minerals of exagonal crystals.  It means etymologically that it confuses us, that it makes us wrong. 
In essence they are calcium phosphates with fluoride, calcium or hydroxyl radicals.  It is essential in the manufacture of
mineral fertilizers as a contributor of phosphorus and phosphates.   To differentiate them can be called fluorapatita
(present in tooth enamel), chloroapatita and hydroxyapatite (present in the bones). 

apatitas
Plural of apatite .  It's the name of a mineral, crystal clear-looking.  Chemically it's a Calcium phosphate.  It is the main
mineral of tooth enamel. 

apatía
It means no desire, no desire.  It means inactivity, stillness, paralysis, lethargy, marasm, sopor.  Laziness, let's go.  In
Medicine it is extreme weakness, inflaquence, cadavenine appearance. 


